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1. British started to colonized the different societies that presently constitute Nigeria, 
beginning with ----

     	      Niger Delta

     	      Benue

     	--->> Lagos

     	      Calabar

2. The membership of legislative house of the LGA's is drawn from the ---- 
constituencies

     	      state

     	      senetorial

     	      district

     	--->> ward

3. There are ---- function of legislature

     	--->> seven

     	      three

     	      nine

     	      eight

4. To enable the police perform his functions, they are granted powers to use coercion 
and ----

     	      Threat

     	--->> Violence

     	      Force

     	      Rules

5. Membership of the federal house of representative are drawn from the ---- 
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contituencies

     	      LGA

     	--->> federal

     	      snetorial

     	      state

6. The work of the criminal justice system start with the ----

     	      judge

     	      prison

     	      crime

     	--->> police

7. Criminal investigation seeks all facts associated with a crime to determine what 
happen and who is ----

     	      to arrest

     	      guilty

     	--->> responsible

     	      innovcent

8. The main task of the three arms of gpvernement is to make laws that ---- the country

     	      control

     	      punish

     	--->> guide

     	      promote

9. Criminal courts play a ---- role in the criminal justice systems

     	--->> pivotal

     	      practical

     	      major
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     	      legal

10. The Bicameral legislature is that legislature that has ---- chamber or houses

     	      three

     	--->> two

     	      one

     	      multiple
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